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Billing is regulated by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS).
Providers must bill for their services via the two, current medical claim forms.
The UB04 is used for inpatient services. All other services are billed on a CMS
1500 form which must contain Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes
and International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) codes along with the
patient information and the services provided. This includes hospital billing
procedure codes, inpatient stay codes, and three-digit revenue codes, of
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which there are currently over 68,000.

ACR Consulting Services employs top experts with a long
history of experience focused on multiple specialty, group,
ancillary, and specialized billing practices. Our billing services
assure accurate claim coding as well as timely and accurate
claim billing, appeals, and collections. We pride ourselves in
mitigating lost revenue and providing the correct modifiers
for each claim to garner the highest reimbursement potential.
These are essential elements of what makes us a consistent
valued partner to our clients.

To say that the current coding system is complicated would be understatement. When compounded with
the new Electronic Medical Records (EMR) requirements, providers are finding themselves tied up in filings
that vary from one insurance company to another. This is very frustrating to organizations that don’t have
the financial means to have a licensed coder on staff. Many providers outsource these billings in order to get
reimbursed timely and accurately.
Our Billing experts help take the pain out of getting reimbursed. ACR Consulting Services not only helps
make sure you are filing clean claims the first time, but we also quickly address any claims that get rejected
due to errors, especially those committed by the insurance companies themselves.

Let Our Expertise Become Your Advantage

